Subtraction
 Practical situations and discussion some recording of numbers
 Practical counting of objects in a group
 Say the number that is one less than another
 Recognition of numerals and match numerals to groups of objects
 Count a group of objects, take some away and count again
 Record this process in preferred way
 Read and understand a number sentence using standard symbols
 Understand subtraction as take-away
 Write a number sentence to match a group of objects with some removed
 Create own number sentence
 Introduce subtraction as finding the difference between the numbers
 Use a number line to find the difference between two numbers.
 Write related horizontal number sentence
 Use a numbered number line to do practical jumps.
'Count on' to 'find the difference' between simple numbers.

 Reinforce inverse operations and checking of calculations
 Complete missing number questions 7 - _ = 4, _ - 1 = 4

 Move on to using higher numbers

 Look at the difference between counting forwards or backwards, when is it best to counting
backwards?
 Record counting backwards under the line.

 Partition 93 – 76 = 93 - 70 - 6
93 – 70 = 23
23 – 6 = 17
 This method is extended to larger numbers and problem solving

 Partition with higher numbers

 Partition or expanded decomposition, without crossing the tens boundary initially

767 – 619 =
700 + 60 + 7
- 600 + 10 + 9

700 + 50 + 17
-

600 + 10 + 9

 Partitioning or compact decomposition
5

13

3 6 3
- 1

2 7

Extend to 2 places of decimals

Other examples:

Please note:
 Use of any method is appropriate depending on the type of calculation.
 Practice choosing the most appropriate method for a variety of calculations.
 Apply methods learnt and use confidently in a range of situation.

